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shot using a variety of lenses and angles, from a bus window is a production that feels more like a
documentary than an art film. to directors francisco pérez castell and mariano barroso, vázquez
mella is a political figure that the duo is keen to showcase. to make this happen, they filmed the

politician in the places where his image is born, reflecting the power of the image over the man. this
is a strategy that reminds me of the documentary series the office. between the moments of

intimacy and politics, we see the living room of vázquez mella. the tv set is turned on, and he is
watching, or rather listening to, a right-wing political figure. he is smiling slightly. in the second part,

we join the two lovers as they walk in the streets of madrid. the first thing that hits you is how the
house on the right is ridiculously similar to the one the two lovers share. they do not live in the same

house, but they share some characteristics. the walls are covered with the same posters, the
balcony is the same width, and the green tiles of the patio are the same. not coincidentally, the two
lovers share the same name, which in spanish is the same as the name of the street on which they
live. it turns out that these walls are witness to a memorable moment in the lives of vázquez mella

and the young venezuelan he is seeing. it seems that she has become pregnant and that the couple
have decided to spend the last months of the pregnancy in a different place. of course, she has a

final condition: that the man not see her pregnant belly. vázquez mella will be the first to go to see
her in the hospital. the scene is intimate, and with the two lovers chatting about the joys of

parenthood, you can feel the happiness they are experiencing together. in the last scene, we see
vázquez mella at home, calmly waiting to hear the results of the pregnancy test. the viewer can

imagine that his resolve is weakening and that one day, the two lovers will be able to be together
again. 5ec8ef588b
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